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Executive Summary

The paper describes a family of highly-optimized implementations of the SHA512 cryptographic hash algorithm, which provide industry leading performance on a range of Intel® Processors for a single data buffer consisting of an arbitrary number of data blocks.

The paper describes the overall design of the SHA512 software, delves into some of the detailed optimizations, and presents a summary of the performance of some versions of the code. With our implementation, a single thread of an Intel® Core™ i7 processor 2600 can compute SHA512 of a large data buffer at the rate of ~8.59 cycles/byte¹.


¹ Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products.

Configurations: Refer to the Performance section on page 13. For more information go to http://www.intel.com/performance.
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Overview

This paper describes a family of highly-optimized implementations of the SHA512 cryptographic hash algorithm, which provide best performance on a range of Intel® processors for a single data buffer consisting of an arbitrary number of data blocks.

Background of SHA512

SHA512 [1] is one member of a family of cryptographic hash functions that together are known as SHA-2. The basic computation for the algorithm takes as input a block of input data that is 1024 bits (128 bytes) and a state vector that is 512 bits (64 bytes) in size, and it produces a modified state vector.

It is a follow-on to the earlier hash algorithms MD5 and SHA-1, and it is becoming increasingly important for secure internet traffic and other authentication problems. As the SHA512 processing involves a large amount of computations, it is critical that applications use the most efficient implementations available.

The algorithm operates on 64-bit QWORDs, so the state is viewed as 8 QWORDs (commonly called A...H) and the input data is viewed as 16 QWORDs.

The standard for the SHA-2 algorithm specifies a procedure for adding padding to the input data to make it an integral number of blocks in length. This happens at a higher level than the code described in this document. This paper is only concerned with updating the hash state values for any integral number of blocks.

The SHA512 algorithm is very similar to SHA256 [3], and most of the general optimization principles described in [3] apply here as well. The main differences in the algorithm specification are that SHA512 uses blocks, digests and data-type of computation twice the size of SHA256. In addition, SHA512 is specified with a larger number of rounds of processing (80 rather than 64).

The algorithm consists of two steps, as described in detail in [3]. The first step is a “message scheduler” that takes the input 16 QWORDs and computes 64 new QWORDs. Together with the original 16 QWORDs, these form a vector of 80 QWORDs that is the input to the second step.

This second step consists of 80 “rounds” where the form of the calculations in each round is the same. Each round takes as input the 8 state QWORDs, the corresponding input QWORD (after scheduling), and a round-specific constant, generating updated state QWORDS.
After all rounds have executed, the resulting state vector is added to the original state vector, and this results in the new state vector. If the input consists of multiple blocks, this process is repeated for each block.

**Basic Design of Software**

The nature of the round calculations is such that the rounds need to be processed in a serial manner. As a result, in most implementations this round calculation code executes completely on the scalar (or non-SIMD) execution unit of the processor. However, the messages scheduling calculations can be parallelized for a single block.

At a high level, our code is structured in this way: the message scheduling is done with SIMD instructions, whereas the rounds are done with scalar instructions. These two code sequences (the message scheduling and the rounds) are “stitched” together to further optimize performance. The basic idea of stitching is described in [4].

In particular, the message schedule will be calculated with SIMD instructions in pairs of QWORDs while scalar instructions compute the previous two rounds. The software pipelining method is summarized in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>SIMD Execution</th>
<th>Scalar Execution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Byteswap Message QWORDs 0 ... 1</td>
<td>Rounds 0 ... 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Byteswap Message QWORDs 2 ... 3</td>
<td>Rounds 2 ... 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Byteswap Message QWORDs 4 ... 5</td>
<td>Rounds 2 ... 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Byteswap Message QWORDs 14 ... 15</td>
<td>Rounds 12 ... 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Compute Message QWORDs 16 ... 17</td>
<td>Rounds 14 ... 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Compute Message QWORDs 18 ... 19</td>
<td>Rounds 16 ... 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Compute Message QWORDs 20 ... 21</td>
<td>Rounds 18 ... 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Compute Message QWORDs 22 ... 23</td>
<td>Rounds 20 ... 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Compute Message QWORDs 74 ... 75</td>
<td>Rounds 72 ... 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Compute Message QWORDs 76 ... 77</td>
<td>Rounds 74 ... 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Compute Message QWORDs 78 ... 80</td>
<td>Rounds 76 ... 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rounds 78 ... 80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first iteration computes the first pair of QWORDs of the message schedule. Iterations 2 through 40 compute pairs of QWORDs of the message schedule in parallel with 2 rounds. The last iteration only computes 2 rounds.

This allows for maximum parallelism while keeping the processing limited to a single data block.
**Software Versions**

The Intel® 64 instruction set architecture has SIMD instructions that include the Intel® SSE, SSE2 etc. extensions. The 2nd Generation Intel® Core™ processor family improves the performance of SIMD instructions with the introduction of the Intel® AVX1 (Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions) instruction set. The Intel® 64 processors built on 22nm process technology introduce rorx, which is an instruction set enhancement that allows non-destructive fast rotates by a constant, and 256-bit SIMD-integer instructions with Intel® AVX2.

Three versions of SHA512 code are available in [5] which we refer to as:

1. sha512_sse4
2. sha512_avx
3. sha512_avx2_rorx

The first uses the SSE instruction set for use on processors where the AVX1 instruction set is not present. The second uses AVX1 for use on processors that support AVX1, but where the rorx instruction [6] is not present. The third takes advantage of the rorx instruction and widened vectored integer operations in AVX2.

**Message Scheduler Calculations**

Let the scheduled message QWORDs be denoted by w[0]...w[79]. QWORDs w[0]...w[15] are computed by byte-swapping the input data due to the endianness of Intel® processors.

Each of the subsequent QWORDs w[i], where 16≤i<80, are formed by the following expressions.

\[
\begin{align*}
s0[i] &= (w[i-15] \gg 1) \oplus (w[i-15] \gg 8) \oplus (w[i-15] \gg 7) \\
s1[i] &= (w[i-2] \gg 19) \oplus (w[i-2] \gg 61) \oplus (w[i-2] \gg 6) \\
w[i] &= w[i-16] + w[i-7] + s0[i] + s1[i]
\end{align*}
\]

where

- “⊕” indicates a bit-wise exclusive-or
- “>>>” indicates a right-rotate
- “>>” indicates a right-shift

Computation of w[i] depends upon the availability of w[i-16], w[i-15], w[i-7] and w[i-2]. Since w[i] has no dependency on w[i-1], w[i] and w[i-1] can be computed simultaneously. An XMM register can store a pair of QWORDs which allows the message schedule to be computed “2 at a time”.


As mentioned previously, we compute the next pair of message schedule QWORDs while we are performing two rounds. In other words, the basic unit of work is to perform 2 rounds interleaved with computing one pair of message schedule QWORDs (one XMM register's worth). This is encoded in the SHA512_2Sched_2Round_SSE and SHA512_2Sched_2Round_AVX macros.

In the SSE and AVX versions of the code, a single input block is hashed in an unrolled loop structured like the following pseudo code.

```plaintext
QWORD a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h; // State variables
Load State Variables from Digest;
For(i=0; i<41*2; i+=2){
  If(i<2){
    w[i, i+1] = Byteswap(Input[i, i+1]);
  }
  Elif(i<16){
    w[i, i+1] = Byteswap(Input[i, i+1]);
    SHA512_Round (i-2);
    SHA512_Round (i-1);
  }
  Elif (i<80){
    // Rounds i-2,i-1;
    // Compute w[i, i+1];
    SHA512_2Sched_2Round(i);
  }
  Else{
    SHA512_Round (i-2);
    SHA512_Round (i-1);
  }
}
Accumulate State Variables into Digest;
```

**SIMD Optimizations**

Stitching the message scheduling code with the round code and optimizations regarding the rotate operations on the A and E variable are similar to the techniques described in [3].

This same rotate optimization is applicable to the sigma functions in the message scheduler implementations.

\[
\begin{align*}
    s0(W[t-15]) &= (W[t-15]>>1) \oplus (W[t-15]>>8) \oplus (W[t-15]>>7) \\
    s1(W[t-2]) &= (W[t-2]>>19) \oplus (W[t-2]>>61) \oplus (W[t-2]>>6)
\end{align*}
\]
Since there is no SIMD bitwise rotate instruction, the QWORD rotates must be computed using combinations of bitwise shift operations. Thus, it is necessary to first rewrite the expressions as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
s_0(W[t-15]) &= (W[t-15] \gg 1) \oplus (W[t-15] \ll 63) \oplus (W[t-15] \gg 8) \oplus (W[t-15] \ll 56) \oplus (W[t-15] \gg 7) \\
s_1(W[t-2]) &= (W[t-2] \gg 19) \oplus (W[t-2] \ll 45) \oplus (W[t-2] \gg 61) \oplus (W[t-2] \ll 3) \oplus (W[t-2] \gg 6)
\end{align*}
\]

The SIMD SSE instructions for computing parallel bitwise shifts on QWORDs are PSLLQ and PSRLQ. Because these instructions are destructive, implementing the above as written would involve a number of register copy operations. If, however, the expressions are rewritten as follows, the number of register copies can be minimized.

\[
\begin{align*}
s_0(W[t-15]) &= (((W[t-15] \gg 1) \oplus W[t-15]) \gg 6) \oplus W[t-15] \gg 1) \oplus ((W[t-15] \ll 7) \oplus W[t-15]) \ll 56 \\
s_1(W[t-2]) &= (((W[t-2] \gg 42) \oplus W[t-2]) \gg 13) \oplus W[t-2] \gg 6) \oplus ((W[t-2] \ll 42) \oplus W[t-2]) \ll 3
\end{align*}
\]

On AVX architectures, the VEX-encoded SIMD instructions are nondestructive. Therefore, there is no performance incentive to compute the sigma functions using this accumulate-shift technique if there are enough available XMM registers. Furthermore, separating the bitwise-shifts operations from the exclusive-or operations affords us more flexibility to reorder and interleave instructions.

One further optimization is to transfer the schedule QWORDs from the SIMD registers to the scalar execution unit through memory (that is, through a store and multiple loads), rather than directly moving them from register to register (using, for example, pextrd). The latter takes up an ALU slot, which is heavily in demand, whereas the load/store logic is relatively under-utilized at that time.

Each round calculation needs to add in the appropriate schedule QWORD along with a round-specific constant. The constant can be added to the schedule QWORD on the vector unit, before it is stored in memory for the scalar unit, for greater efficiency.

In each round calculation, all eight state variables must be rotated to their adjacent state variable. Rather than doing this rotation using register copy instructions, we rename the virtual registers (preprocessor symbols) to emulate the rotation. Thus, each round effectively rotates the set of state register names by one place. By doing an integer multiple of eight rounds in the body of the loop, the names rotate back to their starting values, so no register copies are needed before or after looping.
**Performance**

The performance results provided in this section were measured on widely available Intel® Processors. The SSE version was run on an Intel® Xeon® processor X5670, and the AVX1 version was run on an Intel® Core™ i7 processor 2600. In each case, the buffer size was swept in 128-byte increments. The tests were run with Intel® Turbo Boost Technology off.

**Methodology**

We measured the performance of the functions on data buffers of different sizes. We called the functions to hash the same buffer a large number of times, collecting many timing measurements. For each data buffer, we then sorted the timings, discarded the top and bottom 1/8th samples and then the largest/smallest quarter, and averaged the remaining quarter.

The timing was measured using the `rdtsc()` function which returns the processor time stamp counter (TSC). The TSC is the number of clock cycles since the last reset. The 'TSC_initial' is the TSC recorded before the function is called. After the function is complete, the `rdtsc()` was called again to record the new cycle count 'TSC_final'. The effective cycle count for the called routine is computed using

\[
\text{# of cycles} = (\text{TSC\_final} - \text{TSC\_initial}).
\]

A large number of such measurements were made for each data buffer and then averaged as described above to get the number of cycles for that buffer size. Finally, that value was divided by the buffer size to express the performance in cycles per byte.

**Note:** Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products.

For more information go to [http://www.intel.com/performance](http://www.intel.com/performance)

**Results**

We show performance in cycles/byte for varying sizes of input data buffers, for various buffer sizes.
At the time of writing this paper, there are no widely available processors that support the rorx instruction.

The AVX code running on the Intel® Core™ i7 processor 2600, achieves a single-thread performance of 8.59 cycles/byte on large buffers.

Conclusion

This paper presents three SHA512 implementations, optimized for different generations of Intel® processors. This is the fastest code for processing a single data buffer that we are aware of, that works on any number of blocks. We describe the high-level architecture of the code and a summary of some of the optimizations embedded in the code.

2 Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products.

Configurations: Refer to the Performance section on page 13. For more information go to http://www.intel.com/performance.
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